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The Internal Transcriber Spacer (ITS) region has been proposed to act as the universal DNA
barcode for plants. Here, we present Crowth (CRetan grOWTH), a web platform that identifies
and quantifies the plant origins of three Cretan products by creating a genetic identity based on
their ITS region. Furthermore, each sequence of interest is placed in a phylogenetic tree to allow for
broader evidences of similarity. To our best knowledge, Crowth is the first web server dedicated to
the identification and quantification of wine, olive oil and honey using the ITS region, and currently
hosts more than two hundred plants endemic in Crete. Crowth is available at http:139.91.68.81/

I. INTRODUCTION

Internal Transcriber Spacers (ITS1, ITS2) are spacer
DNA located between the small-subunit ribosomal RNA
(rRNA) and large-subunit rRNA genes. In plants, ITS1
is located between 18S and 5.8S rRNA genes, while ITS2
is between 5.8S and 26S. ITS1 and ITS2 have long been
used as a region for phylogenetic reconstruction of species
and genus relationships [1–4] using comparisons of pri-
mary sequence. The usage of ITS makes possible the
creation of reliable sequence-structure alignments that
take into account the secondary structure of the region
due to its high conservation within all eukariotes [5–
7]. The comparison of sequences based on the ITS re-
gion is widely used in taxonomy [8] and molecular phy-
logeny because of several favorable properties. Its small
size allows for amplification and association with avail-
able highly conserved flanking sequences. It is detectable
even from small quantities of DNA due to the high copy
number of the rRNA clusters [9]. Unequal crossing-over
and gene conversion result in rapid concerted evolution.
This promotes intra-genomic homogeneity of the repeat
units, although high-throughput sequencing showed the
occurrence of frequent variations within plant species.
Finally, it has a high degree of variation even between
closely related species. This can be explained by the
relatively low evolutionary pressure acting on such non-
coding spacer sequences. This conservation permits com-
parisons at deeper taxonomic levels [10–16]. Based on
these facts we created Crowth , a platform for the ge-
netic identification of three Cretan products wine, olive
oil and honey. Crowth is based on the Internal Tran-
scriber Spacers(ITS1, ITS2) to create genetic identities
for each of the plants. The genetic identity is more spe-
cific in grapevine and olive trees differentiating between
different cultivars where as the genetic identity of flowers
signals a higher taxonomic level. The diversity of Cretan
micro-climates combined with the island’s altitude differ-
ences enhance the diversification of flora and allows for
plants of different taxonomic groups to co-exist and mix.
Crowth provides the necessary framework to get back at
the source of each product and identify whence it came
from.

FIG. 1. ITS locations between 18S,5.8S and 26S genes

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Database Schema

The core of Crowth is comprised of three tables
(Grapevine, Flower and Olive) that contain each prod-
ucts’ available information. For every plant in the
database Crowth stores: (i) a unique integer identifier
used as the primary key of the table. (ii) The name of
the plant originated from the NCBI downloaded file. (iii)
The ITS sequence is stored in the sequence field of the
table. (iv) The last updated field holds information show-
ing when the table entry was last modified. (v) Cultivar
description is also taken from the NCBI file and holds all
the information besides name and sequence provided by
the NCBI file. (vi) The link field is currently empty but
when populated will provide a hypertext link to a page
holding general information about the plant in question.

Crowth operates on two categories of queries. Identi-
fication Queries accurately predict the closest taxa from
the user-provided sequences. Quantification Queries han-
dle metagenomic samples, by processing a FASTQ file
containing amplicons from a PCR experiment. The re-
sults of all queries are available for download from the
main dashboard located in /jobs.html.

B. Query Analysis Overview

Identification Queries

Identification Queries are further divided in two cat-
egories: Simple sequence repeats (SSRs) and ITS, de-
pending on what region will be used for the identification
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FIG. 2. Top left: Crowth database schema, showing the process of each new query. Top Middle: Grapevine table field. Right:
Query creation sceen as viewed by the front-end. Bottom left: Quantification Query results available for download.

process.

SSRs analysis is composed of two phases, parsing and
distance calculation. Crowth currently supports 18 dif-
ferent SSR locations. The first step of each SSR analysis
is to identify which of the 18 markers currently supported
by Crowth are contained in the input. Locations not
present in the input file do not affect the analysis results.
It is worth noting that the robustness of the analysis and
the confidence in the results are directly correlated with
the number of included SSR locations. Crowth calcu-
lates the distance between the provided sample and the
locations in the database. The distance metric used is the
euclidean distance due to the linearity of the data and its
low processing resources requirements. The SSR identifi-
cation analysis is currently available only for grapevine.

The identification analysis based on the ITS region
requires more steps. The input sequences are BLASTn
[17] against the target products’ database sequences.
The top N hits for each sequence are saved in a tab-
delimited file. Next, the input sequences are used to
create a maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree [18].
To do that, the input sequences must be aligned with
the N best hit database sequences. For this purpose
we use the MAFFT aligner [19]. The alignment of
database and query sequences is calculated from scratch
everytime because Crowth has no knowledge a priori
of the database sequences that would be the top hits.
After the new alignment is done, the phylogenetic tree
is created using RAxML [18] and is stored in newick
format. The resulting tree is used for a preliminary

visualization through the use of a custom R script.

Quantification Queries

Quantification queries are handled by two already
developed tools Usearch [20] and RAxML [18]. The
first step is dereplication which finds the set of unique
sequences from the FASTQ file. Dereplication compares
all the sequences from the input file and extracts
sequences that match exactly. Denoising [21] is the next
step, sequence errors from amplicon reads are removed
and the correct biological sequences in the reads are
identified. The output sequences are now devoid of
errors and are placed in a FASTA file, followed by a
BlastN search against the Crowth database. Sequences
that match with the database are excluded from further
analysis and are placed in a file available for download
when the query has completed. Sequences that are not
matched are placed in the database’s phylogenetic tree
to identify the closer taxa. This action offers additional
information for the sample.

C. Implementation

Crowth is implemented using the Django python
framework. Django implements a MVC (Model-
View-Controller) architecture, consisting of an object-
relational mapper that interacts with data models in the
relational database (”Model”), a handler of HTTP re-
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quests with a web templating system (”View”), and a
regular-expression-based URL dispatcher (”Controller”).
Crowth currently supports up to 3 concurrent queries
independent of the query type. Crowth guarantees to
maintain query results for at least two weeks. The ac-
tual processing of the data is handled by custom made
python scripts implementing a many to one access to the
Crowth database. Each query is scheduled with the use
of Celery [? ]. Celery is an open-source asynchronous
task queue or job queue which is based on distributed
message passing. NGINX is used as the back-end HTTP
server and reverse proxy. NGINX was chosen because
it does not rely on threads to handle requests like tra-
ditional server (apache2). Instead it uses a much more
scalable event-driven (asynchronous) architecture which
uses small, but more importantly, predictable amounts of
memory under load. Supervisor is used as a fail-safe to
automatically detect anomalies such as the Django back-
end or the NGINX front-end are shut down, to restart
them to lose the minimal response time.

D. Data Export and Search

Crowth enables each user to export the database
data. Each database has a dedicated link to generate a
file containing all the respective information. This file
is either in comma separated format or fasta. Searches
on the products database can be conducted using as
filter either the NCBI accession name or a part of the
description. The search results are also available for
download.

III. SERVER DESCRIPTION

Crowth is currently available at:
http://139.91.68.4:8080/.

A. Input

Crowth can be queried using a DNA sequences in the
FASTA format for identification queries. Quantification
queries require a FASTQ file of the query sequences. The
length of the input sequences is not limited and the time
required for identification queries is typically very fast
(¡1 min). However, it may take up to several minutes for
big inputs. Quantification queries, typically, take longer.
A bare bones programming interface is currently being
developed.

B. Output

Crowth provides output for all the three type of queries
on the same page. This output is available for down-
load for two weeks after each query has completed. Each
query output bundles together: a general report explain-
ing in detail how the output files where generated and
what they report, the specific tab-delimited query report
file, the phylogenetic trees and their visualizations.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
PERSPECTIVES

Crowth is a robust solution for identification and quan-
tification for every producer and consumer based on NGS
technologies. With the inclusion of SSR methods for
backwards compatibility, Crowth seeks to extend the use
of NGS identification methods on grapevine, olive oil and
honey without alienating current approaches. In the fu-
ture Crowth will include a picture of each plant as well
as geographical links of its known habitats.
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